The association of sequence-specific DNA-binding factors with their cognate target sequences in vivo depends on the local molecular context, yet this context is poorly understood. To address this issue, we have performed genomewide mapping of in vivo target genes of Drosophila GAGA factor (GAF). The resulting list of Ϸ250 target genes indicates that GAF regulates many cellular pathways. We applied unbiased motif-based regression analysis to identify the sequence context that determines GAF binding. Our results confirm that GAF selectively associates with (GA)n repeat elements in vivo. GAF binding occurs in upstream regulatory regions, but less in downstream regions. Surprisingly, GAF binds abundantly to introns but is virtually absent from exons, even though the density of (GA)n is roughly the same. Intron binding occurs equally frequently in last introns compared with first introns, suggesting that GAF may not only regulate transcription initiation, but possibly also elongation. We provide evidence for cooperative binding of GAF to closely spaced (GA)n elements and explain the lack of GAF binding to exons by the absence of such closely spaced GA repeats. Our approach for revealing determinants of context-dependent DNA binding will be applicable to many other transcription factors.
T ranscription factors control gene expression patterns by binding to specific sequence elements in regulatory regions of the genome. The sequence specificity of a transcription factor is often inferred from in vitro experiments, but in vitro specificity is an unreliable predictor of in vivo binding (reviewed in ref. 1) . In many cases, in vivo association of a transcription factor with its consensus sequence is strongly influenced by the presence or absence of other factors and by the local chromatin structure. This interplay between local molecular context and the binding of a transcription factor is still poorly understood. Here, we describe how a combination of large-scale mapping of target genes and bioinformatics approaches can reveal several aspects of the molecular context that determine the target specificity of a DNA-binding protein.
Drosophila GAGA factor (GAF) is a sequence-specific DNAbinding factor with several functions. Mutations in the GAFencoding Trl gene affect viability and display distinct developmental phenotypes (2) . GAF is involved in both gene activation (3) (4) (5) (6) and gene repression (7, 8) and plays a role in the modulation of chromatin structure (4, 9) and mitotic chromosome segregation (10) .
In vitro, GAF binds to the sequence (GA) n , with optimal binding requiring at least 2.5 GA repeats (11, 12) . In agreement with this, the solution structure of the DNA-binding domain of GAF complexed to a GAGAG-containing DNA element shows contact sites of the protein with all five base pairs (11) . Mutational analysis has confirmed that (GA) n motifs are necessary for GAF antirepressor activity (13) . Studies of GAF binding in the native chromatin context have identified a number of in vivo GAF target sequences that indeed contain (GA) n elements (14) (15) (16) . Taken together, these data strongly argue that GAF binds to (GA) n sequences.
In the sequenced portion of the Drosophila genome, GAGAG elements occur on average once every 652 bp (data not shown), which would predict that virtually every gene has several molecules of GAF bound in its immediate vicinity. However, staining of larval salivary gland polytene chromosomes with GAFspecific antibodies shows a clear banded pattern (13, 17) . Thus, GAF is unlikely to bind to every GAGAG element in the genome. The observation that GAF binds to the AAGAG satellite repeat only during mitosis (18) further suggests that GAF binding can be modulated by local molecular features, the nature of which is unknown.
Here, we report the large-scale identification of in vivo GAF target loci in the Drosophila genome. We measured binding of GAF to thousands of loci by using the recently described ''chromatin profiling'' approach (16). We expressed a fusion protein consisting of GAF linked to Dam methyltransferase in Drosophila Kc cells and subsequently used a DNA microarraybased method to detect the resulting GAF-directed adenine methylation pattern. When corrected for the methylation pattern obtained with untethered Dam, this GAF-directed methylation pattern reflects the in vivo binding pattern of GAF (16, 19) .
We previously reported that methylation by tethered Dam spreads in cis over 2-5 kb from a protein binding sequence (19) . On the one hand, this limits the mapping resolution of the chromatin profiling technique to a few kb. On the other hand, it allows for the use of conventional cDNA arrays to detect binding of proteins to upstream and downstream regulatory sequences, provided that the binding sites are located within the methylation spreading distance from transcribed regions. As we demonstrate below, unbiased bioinformatics analysis of such binding profiles can be used to uncover some of the rules that govern contextdependent binding of transcription factors.
Materials and Methods
Chromatin Profiling Experiments. Chromatin profiling of GAF was performed as described (16) by using spotted microarrays containing the Drosophila Gene Collection (release 1) (20) and 430 additional cDNA and genomic fragments. All measured ratios were log 2 -transformed and normalized to the median value of the entire array. Data from three independent experiments (one with reversed dye orientation) were averaged. A total of 331 cDNA and genomic DNA fragments that were spotted in duplicate on the arrays showed a high correlation between the two spots (r ϭ 0.97; mean difference between the two spots 0.06 Ϯ 0.07), further confirming the accuracy of our measurements. To test whether log ratios were significantly different from 0, we used the CYBER-T algorithm (21), followed by a correction for multiple testing (22) , setting the estimated false discovery rate to 0.05.
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Construction of Sequence Files. EST and genomic sequences were obtained from the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (BDGP), release 2. For 5,459 ESTs we were able to identify unique matching genomic regions (MEGABLAST against the BDGP database). For each of these, the precise chromosomal coordinates of the 5Ј and 3Ј boundaries of the matching region were determined. REDUCE and GAGAG spacing analyses were restricted to microarray data obtained from 4,402 ESTs that matched to genomic regions Ͻ10 kb in size for which at least 10-kb upstream and downstream flanking sequence could be obtained. Coordinates of introns, exons, and nontranscribed sequences were obtained from BDGP genome annotation files. Perl scripts that were written for this purpose are available on request.
REDUCE Analysis and Analysis of GAGAG Spacing. The sequences of the probed loci (optionally including flanking sequence on both sides, as well as the sequence of the introns, exons, or intergenic regions they contain were determined by using the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project whole-genome sequence and annotation (GFF) files (release 2) and dedicated Perl scripts. REDUCE analysis was performed as described (23) by using software available at http:͞͞bussemaker.bio.columbia.edu͞reduce (see also Supporting Text, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org). In the linear model underlying REDUCE, each occurrence of a given motif is assumed to contribute equally to the localization of GAF at a given locus; the coefficients in the model are determined by performing a least-squares fit to the chromatin profiling log ratios. All motifs from a large class are scored based on how much the fit to the data would improve by their inclusion in the model.
Results
Identification of Ϸ250 Target Loci of GAF. Previously, we reported the use of the DamID chromatin profiling approach to screen Ϸ300 Drosophila genes for GAF binding (16). Here, we extended this approach to Ͼ6,000 genes. Briefly, a fusion protein consisting of Dam methyltransferase and the 519-aa isoform (17) of GAF was expressed in Drosophila Kc cells. This leads to preferential methylation of GAF binding sites in the genome. Methylated genomic DNA fragments were purified, fluorescently labeled, and used to probe microarrays containing 6,280 unique cDNA fragments. Methylated DNA purified from cells expressing unfused Dam was labeled with a different fluorochrome and used as a reference probe. Normalized fluorescence ratios represent the targeted͞untargeted methylation ratios, and therefore the relative GAF binding to the probed loci (16).
Because we used cDNA microarrays in our assay, we were only able to directly measure methylation levels in exons in the probed loci. However, targeted methylation ''spreads'' in cis over Ϸ2-5 kb (19) . Binding of GAF-Dam to upstream, downstream, and intronic sequences may therefore be detected as increased methylation of the nearby exon sequences, provided that the GAF binding sites are located within a few kilobases from a probed exon. We define a ''target gene'' as a gene for which the corresponding cDNA probe on the array detects a significantly elevated GAF-Dam͞Dam methylation ratio ( Fig. 1 , Table 3 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site, and Materials and Methods).
At an estimated false discovery rate of 0.05, we identified 262 cDNA probes for which GAF-targeted methylation levels were significantly elevated (Table 4 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Of these, 219 probes corresponded to 208 unique previously annotated genes and three repetitive elements (some genes were represented by two cDNAs). The remaining 43 positive cDNAs matched genomic loci that had not been annotated. Importantly, the GAF binding patterns are strikingly different from the binding patterns of six other Drosophila proteins [HP1, HP1c, Su(var)3-9, dMyc, dMad, and an ortholog of mammalian Max; B.v.S., F. Greil, J.D., A. Orian, and R. Eisenman, unpublished work], supporting the specificity of the chromatin profiling technique.
The identified GAF target genes appear to cover a broad variety of functions and include genes that encode proteins involved in growth and development, signaling, heat shock response, and metabolic pathways (Table 1) . Thus, GAF may regulate a wide range of cellular processes and pathways. Our data confirm the previously reported GAF binding to heat shock protein genes (14), but not the reported very weak binding to the 28S rDNA and histone gene loci (14) . Although for other individual loci in our list of target genes the binding of GAF may need to be confirmed by independent methods such as chromatin immunoprecipitation (14) , global analysis of our GAF binding patterns as presented below strongly supports the specificity of our mapping technique.
REDUCE Analysis Identifies in Vivo Binding Motifs of GAF.
To confirm the in vivo binding sequence of GAF, we used an unbiased bioinformatics method. REDUCE is a motif-based regression analysis method originally designed for the discovery of regulatory elements based on microarray expression data (23) . Here, we applied the same algorithm to find sequence motifs whose occurrence correlates with the chromatin profiling data for GAF. A major advantage of REDUCE is that it analyzes the entire set of probed loci and does not rely on clustering or prior partitioning into ''target'' and ''nontarget'' loci. Instead, REDUCE uses the full quantitative dataset obtained from one or more chromatin profiling experiments. Moreover, the output of REDUCE includes statistical parameters that indicate the correlation strength (represented as a t value) and statistical significance (P value) for each sequence motif, taking into account corrections because of the parallel testing of many motifs.
To account for the cis-spreading of targeted methylation, we performed REDUCE by using the sequences of the genomic regions corresponding to the cDNAs on the microarray, including introns and 2 kb of flanking sequence added to both the 5Ј and 3Ј ends ( Fig. 2A) . Thus, we made no prior assumptions on the location of GAF binding sites relative to the transcribed regions, but instead analyzed the complete genomic regions where binding of GAF-Dam would in principle be detectable.
For all possible sequence motifs up to 7 nt we tested whether their occurrence in the probed genomic regions correlates with GAF binding. The results show that (GA) n repeats indeed are strongly correlated with GAF binding (Table 2 and Table 5 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). When ranked by correlation, all of the top 20 motifs contain (GA) n repeats. This finding demonstrates the specificity of our chromatin profiling technique and confirms that GAF binds selectively to (GA) n motifs in the native chromatin context.
A variety of (GA) n motifs displayed highly significant correlation (P Ͻ 10 Ϫ12 ) with GAF binding, but only if n Ն 2. No significant correlation was found for the trinucleotide motif GAG (P ϭ 0.2), which was previously reported to bind GAF in vitro (24) . Thus, in the native chromatin context, at least two GA repeats are necessary for GAF recruitment, and 2.5 or 3 repeats appear to be optimal. Interestingly, the REDUCE algorithm found roughly equal correlation values for (GA) n and (CT) n motifs. This finding demonstrates that GAF binds with approximately the same frequency in either orientation relative to the direction of transcription.
A few additional motifs display a weaker but highly significant correlation with GAF binding, in particular several variants of T n GT m or its reverse complement A n CA m , and (AT) n ACA-(TA) m or its reverse complement (TA) n TGT(AT) m (Table 2) . Given the high specificity of GAF for (GA) n repeats in vitro, these unrelated motifs are unlikely to recruit GAF directly. Rather, we speculate that these motifs bind other sequencespecific factors that provide a favorable context for GAF binding to (GA) n motifs.
Although the overall correlation between GAF binding and the occurrence of (GA) n elements is highly significant, it is far from perfect. For example, the number of GAGAG matches in a probed locus (in both orientations) and the GAF-binding log ratio only correlate with r ϭ 0.34. In part, this imperfect correlation may be attributed to some random noise in our GAF mapping data. In addition, because a variety of (GA) n motif variants and a few other motifs correlate with GAF binding, each individual motif contributes to GAF binding to a limited extent. Below we will demonstrate that another explanation lies in the fact that specific regions in the genome, such as exons and 3Ј downstream regions, bind GAF poorly, even though (GA) n Standardized gene annotations were taken from the Drosophila Gene Ontology database (release February 2002). A complete list of target genes can be found in Table 4 .
elements occur with approximately the same frequency in these regions.
GAF Binds to Nontranscribed and Transcribed
Regions. Because our previous estimate of cis-spreading of targeted methylation (19) was of limited accuracy, we tested how the correlation between GAF binding and the presence of (GA) n elements was affected by including more or less flanking sequence in the REDUCE analysis. Throughout the remainder of this article, we will focus on the interaction of GAF with the motif GAGAG, which is the minimal high-affinity binding motif in vitro (11) . This motif was one of the highest ranking motifs in the REDUCE analysis ( Table  2) . We use the t statistic t GAF:GAGAG of the Pearson correlation between the number of occurrences of GAGAG in the sequence and the observed GAF binding.
The results (Fig. 2 B and C) show that inclusion of Ϸ2 kb of flanking sequence results into a maximum value for t GAF:GAGAG . This finding indicates that GAF associates with GAGAG elements that are located upstream or downstream of the probed exons. Addition of Ͼ2 kb of flanking sequence leads to a weaker correlation, presumably because binding of GAF to sites Ͼ2 kb away from the probed regions does not add significantly to the methylation levels of the probed exons. This finding is in agreement with our previous estimate of 2-to 5-kb cis-spreading of targeted methylation (19) .
Strikingly, if flanking sequences are left out completely, t GAF:GAGAG is still highly significant. This finding demonstrates that there is considerable binding of GAF to GAGAG elements within transcribed regions.
GAF Binding to Nontranscribed Regions.
To study the interaction of GAF with nontranscribed regions in more detail, we first determined the correlation between GAF binding and the occurrence of GAGAG elements in predicted nontranscribed sequences located within 2 kb of the probed loci (as indicated in Fig.   Fig. 2. (A) Sequences used for REDUCE analysis. For a given gene (filled bars), a corresponding cDNA probe (open bars) detects only methylation levels of matching exon sequences. Because targeted methylation spreads in cis, we included introns and a variable amount of 5Ј and 3Ј flanking sequences (dashed lines) in the REDUCE analysis (gray bar labeled "Probed locus"). In Table  2 and Fig. 3 2 A). As expected, we found a highly significant correlation t GAF:GAGAG in these nontranscribed regions (Fig. 3 Left) .
We then investigated whether GAF binds preferentially to upstream or downstream nontranscribed regions by comparing the respective contributions of these regions to the observed correlation. We separated all intergenic regions within 2 kb from probed loci into three categories: between two divergent genes (exclusively upstream), between two convergent genes (exclusively downstream), and between two tandem genes (mixed upstream͞downstream). For each category we determined the value of t GAF:GAGAG (Fig. 3) . The results show that GAF preferentially associates with GAGAG elements in upstream intergenic regions, compared with downstream intergenic regions (⌬t ϭ 6.9; P ϭ 5 ϫ 10
Ϫ12
). As expected, the category of regions that can be regarded as both upstream and downstream (''tandem'') showed intermediate levels of correlation.
It is important to note that the observed correlations may be interpreted as an indication of the relative average binding of GAF per GAGAG element. Our observations therefore imply that GAGAG elements in downstream regions are occupied less frequently than in upstream regions. Because upstream and downstream noncoding regions harbor GAGAG elements at almost equal density (Fig. 3 Right) , we conclude that GAF preferentially binds to upstream regions.
GAF Is Excluded from Exons.
Using the same approach, we tested whether GAF preferentially binds to GAGAG elements located in introns or exons (Fig. 3) . Strikingly, we found a clear correlation between GAF binding and the occurrence of GAGAG in introns, yet no such correlation was detectable in exons (t GAF:GAGAG(exon only) ϭ Ϫ0.3). Thus, GAF binds significantly to GAGAG elements in introns, yet fails to interact with GAGAG elements in exons. A more detailed multivariate analysis suggests that this exclusion from exons is particularly strong in relatively long exons (see Table 6 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site).
GAF Binds to Introns Throughout Transcribed
Regions. GAF is often bound near promoter regions, where it can facilitate initiation of transcription (25) . Enhancer elements can be located within introns, and it is therefore possible that GAF associated with introns facilitates transcriptional initiation. However, one report has suggested that GAF binds in some genes throughout the transcribed region and perhaps may control transcript elongation (14) . If intron-associated GAF plays a role in elongation, then it may be expected that GAF binds to introns irrespective of the distance to the promoter. We tested this by comparing the binding of GAF to all first and last introns of the probed loci (Fig.  3) . Strikingly, the results show that the value of t GAF:GAGAG in last introns is at least as high as in first introns. This finding indicates that GAF binding to introns is not limited to promoter-proximal introns, which is in agreement with a role for GAGA factor in transcript elongation.
GAF Binds Preferentially to Closely Spaced Pairs of GAGAG Motifs.
The striking difference in GAF binding between exons and introns argued that the association of GAF with GAGAG is modulated by additional molecular cues. In theory, GAF binding could be either selectively inhibited in exons (for example, by a chromatin folding rendering GAGAG elements inaccessible) or selectively enhanced in introns and upstream intergenic regions (by cooperative interactions). In vitro, GAF is able to form oligomeric complexes and displays cooperative binding to closely spaced (GA) n elements (26, 27) . We therefore investigated whether such cooperative binding could explain the observed regional differences in GAF binding.
To test whether GAF preferentially binds to clustered GAGAG elements in vivo, we ranked loci by their level of GAF binding and compared the spacing of GAGAG elements in the 500 loci with strongest GAF binding to the GAGAG spacing in the 500 loci with weakest GAF binding. The results (Fig. 4) reveal that GAF target loci are indeed enriched in GAGAG elements that are spaced by less than Ϸ20 bp. The degree of clustering of GAGAG elements in target loci is much higher than can be attributed to random spacing (Fig. 4A) , and the 500 control loci with no GAF binding do not show clustered GAGAG elements (Fig. 4B ). Taken together with previously reported in vitro binding studies (26, 27) , this result strongly suggests that cooperative GAF binding occurs in the native chromatin context. Note that the clustering of GAGAG pairs is only significant at odd distances, suggesting that there is evolutionary pressure to preserve the even͞odd character of (GA) n repeats even over distances up to at least 10 bp.
Comparative analysis shows that in the 500 probed loci with high GAF binding, intergenic regions and introns contain 40.3% and 43.3%, respectively, of all 641 pairs of GAGAG elements spaced Ͻ10 bp apart, whereas exons harbor only 16.4% (see Fig.  4A ). Because 45% of the DNA in these loci consists of exon sequences, closely spaced GAGAG elements are significantly underrepresented in exons (P ϭ 3 ϫ 10 Ϫ55 ; binomial distribution). It is possible that this lack of clustering of GAGAG motifs explains for a large part the absence of GAF binding to exons.
Discussion
The genomewide analysis presented here confirms that GAF is a pleiotropic regulatory protein that binds in vivo to (GA) n motifs. A few distinct other motifs correlate with GAF binding, suggesting that certain other sequence-specific factors may provide a favorable context for GAF binding. The identity of these factors is presently unknown.
Importantly, we find that not all (GA) n elements in the genome are occupied by GAF. GAGAG elements in exons, but not introns, appear to be devoid of GAF, and GAGAG elements in downstream nontranscribed regions show weaker binding of GAF than in upstream regions. Furthermore, we provide evidence for cooperative binding of GAF to (GA) n elements that are closely spaced. The underrepresentation of such closely spaced (GA) n elements in exons provides a possible explanation for the lack of binding of GAF to exons. Recently, a genomewide study in yeast showed that the Rap1p protein abundantly associates with its cognate binding sequence in promoter regions, but rarely binds to the same sequence in ORFs (28) . Exclusion from exons may therefore be a more general phenomenon. Although a ''genomewide mechanism that marks promoter regions in chromatin'' was proposed to explain the Rap1p distribution (28), our results argue that the spacing of binding motifs can be a major determinant of protein targeting.
Our finding that GAF binds to introns irrespective of the intron-promoter distance is in agreement with a previously suggested role for GAF in transcriptional elongation (14) . Interestingly, GAF is able to recruit a chromatin remodeling complex (13) , which may facilitate the passage of the elongation complex through nucleosome-packaged genes.
We have demonstrated here that chromatin profiling combined with REDUCE analysis provides a powerful tool for studying context-dependent binding of transcription factors. Even though the chromatin profiling data were obtained with conventional cDNA arrays, the combination with REDUCE allowed us to reveal the preferred sequence motifs of GAF, as well as the distribution of GAF over functionally distinct subregions of genes, such as introns, exons, and nontranscribed regions. Thus, REDUCE increases the resolution and analytical power of chromatin profiling. This approach should be applicable to a variety of DNAbinding factors.
